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moorhead state

advocate

a return to activism?
Congressman Bob Ber gland was confronted Tuesday by a group at a Moor head Chamber of
Commerce luncheon of about 100 Moorhead State College students who presented him with
petitions calling for the impeachment of President Richard Nixon. Hugh Mosley, (instructor, of
political science) spoke to a rally on the mall (left photo) followed by a march to the Holiday Inn
where Bergland was speaking. Staff Photos

MSC 'favorite son' makes bid for It. gov.
By Steve Webber

election was over, the
corporation went bankrupt. The
With the coming election for bankruptcy raises the question
state positions next fall, of whether the contributions
Moorhead State College could were legal or not.
be represented in the second
highest office in Minnesota if its
As to the power behind the
"favorite son" Dwaine Hoberg governor issue, arguments
is elected lieutenant governor. balance on the amount of power
which Anderson's aide Thomas
Hoberg, active in Moorhead Kelm holds.
politics for the last 11 years and
mayor for the past three,
Certain to be a deciding factor
outlined his bid for the in judgement of Anderson's
Republican endorsement for term will be the bill rushed
lieutenant governor in a press through the Legislature in it's
conference at MSC April 11.
closing hours this spring, which
would have granted a pay raise
Chairman of the Republican to legislators.
Party in the Seventh
Congressional District and
instructor of Physical
Education at MSC, Hoberg said
the election will revolve around
three important issues:
1) Gov. Wendell Anderson's
By Carol Braun
$250,000 slush fund;
2 ) I mpropriety of corporate
The tight student activities
campaign contributions by money situation this year has
Polar Panel Inc.;
prompted a few modifications
3) The issue of where the -of the budget decision-making
actual power behind the procedure, according to Steve
governor lies.
Hegranes (sr-Moorhead),

the Legislature.
Commenting on his own bid
for lieutenant governor, Hoberg
said his chances are more
extreme since a candidate from
out-state Minnesota is seldom
elected. With 11 years
experience in municipal
government, Hoberg hopes to
bring a feeling of rural
As a result of the veto, Hoberg Minnesota to the Twin Cities.
feels that Anderson has lost the
rapport he once enjoyed with
Up to press time, no
the DFL-controlled Legislature. candidate had filed to run
against him and Hoberg hopes
Hoberg is optimistic the to be nominated on the first
Republican Party will win on ballot.
these issues, and will
In light of Watergate, Hoberg
consequently regain control of believes voter turnout will be

Student Senate president. The
major deviation from last
spring's budgeting procedure is
the Student Senate's method of
acting on the recommendation
of the Student Activities Budget
Committee (SABC).

I f t h e S e n a t e ' s
recommendation differs from
the SABC's, the two groups will
meet and try to irpn out a single
recommendation. Should the
differences be irreconcilable,
two budgets will be forwarded
to the college president.
According to Hegranes, it is
hoped the recommendations
can go to President Roland Dille
by Monday, April 22. He will
also have time for an appeal
procedure and draw up the

"The public does not realize
that Anderson was aware of the
bill before it reached his desk.
By bowing to public pressure
and vetoing the bill, Anderson
may have satisfied the
electorate, but he turned his
back on his own party," Hoberg
noted.

spectacular since the voters
have already exhibited interest
through their attendance at the
local conventions.
Since Hoberg is a relatively
unknown politician on the state
level, he must attend all eight
district conventions to attain
the recognition necessary to get
the endorsement.
Hoberg said he does not favor
a pay increase for legislators
and, in fact, backs a move in
Minnesota to make the
Legislature unicameral with
biennial sessions (meeting once
...Continued on Page 4

tight money causes process modifications

Hoberg explained that
Anderson and a coalition of his
cohorts had raised a fund of
$250,000 to finance an extensive
public relations campaign. No
income tax was paid on this
fund. "If the fund was used for
his own behalf, Anderson is
responsible to both the Internal
Revenue Service and the people
of Minnesota," Hoberg said.

After it received the
recommendation of the SABC,
the Senate at two meetings gave
organizations which objected to
the recommendation an
The issue of Polar Panel Inc. opportunity to present their
and its campaign contributions reasoning. A Senate committee
hinges on the fact that,once the then formulated a proposal

which was to be presented to the
full Senate yesterday. At that
point, the Senate planned to
f i n a l i z e i t s o w n
recommendation.
Last spring, the Student
Senate gave blanket approval to
the SABC recommendation with
one vote. In other words, this
year the SABC held hearings
and made a recommendation
and the Senate then did
essentially the same thing.
"Because of "the amount of
money we're lacking this time,"
Hegranes said, "it had to be a
laborious process. It seemed
like the most fair way. We
really almost had to do it
twice." .
Hegranes, as Senate
president, and also a member of

the SABC, stressed that the
Senate was not trying to take
over for the SABC. Without the
work of the committee, the
Senate would not have known
where to begin, he said.

final budget early in May,
Hegranes said.
Senators who worked on the
budget proposal to the full
senate were Hegranes, Bob
Davison (so-Olivia) Jim
Houston (fr-Edina), Charles
Kettner (sr-Morgan), Kim
Ryan (fr-Minnetonka), Wayne
Struble (fr-Fargo) and Mark
Vanyo (jr- East Grand Forks).
Activities appearing before
the senate included athletics,
music, theatre, forensics,
Women's Recreation
Association, Student Union
Program Board, intramurals
and Series for the Performing
Arts.
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233-2461
24 Hour
Towing A Wrecker
Sorvico

union

Our Prices
Won't Bust
You

HOLIDAY MAIL
MOORHEAD

Mandy's
Quik Clean
Brookdale
Shopping Center

CC&I ok's minor in
women's studies
A Women's Studies minor
proposal was approved by the
Council on Curriculum and
,j Instruction (CC&I) at its April 1
meeting.

IAFMANO ROAKR- RAMO-MlMOTI

iiHS
VW Engine
Overhaul
Service On All
Foreign Cars.

You've chosen
each other

MOTEUR
WERKS

So now's the time
to choose your perfect
Keepsake diamond ....
permanently registered and
protected against loss.

1725 1st Ave. N.
Moorhead
236-9901

Madsen's Jewelry

Humanities instructor Sylvia
Kruger, who currently teaches
Humanities 231, "Women's
Studies," stated the Women's
Studies minor proposed will
provide students an opportunity
for inter-disciplinary learning
related to women inysociety.

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew

Cae/ar'/ Palace t$
CARD GAMES - BOWLING
t
DANCING
- COFFEEHOUSE
*
(with Sinaloa)

MOVIES

(Special Surprise)

Free

(Mike Monroe)

. GAMBLING - PRIZES

May 3

Coffeehouse
Week

Free

!1
_J

(FINAL THREE DAYS)
APRIL 18-20

Eileen Hume, associate dean
of students, said two ways in
which the minor would be useful
are in helping women feel like
full human beings after
experiencing
second-class
treatment for so long and in
broadening business and job
opportunities for them.
According to Judith Strong,
chairperson of CC&I, the minor
would be administrered by a
coordinator appointed by the
college president. An advisory
committee would also be
appointed to help supervise the
program.

Since the Student Senate met Wednesday
instead of Monday this week, no story
appears on the action that was taken at the
meeting. Next week the story will cover the
action that took place at both meetings.

OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

Across From The Lark Theater
"The Oldest Keepsake Dealer In Town"
235-9291
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Requirements for the minor
include as required core
courses, Humanities 310,
"Women's
Studies;"
Psychology 220, "Psychology of
Women," or Sociology 333,
"Sociology of Sexuality;"
History 311, "Women in
History," or English 232,
"Women in Literature," and
Humanities 320, "Independent
Studies," plus 10 to 12 credits in
electives. A total of 24 credits
would be required to complete
the minor.

Kruger believes the minor
would be particularly
appropriate for students
preparing careers in education
or in other human servies. In
addition, the minor would
prepare a student to pursue
further studies or to obtain
advanced degrees in Women's
Studies at other institutions.

*
*

t

Trip to Winnipeg
Friday, April 26
thru

Sunday, April 28
Sign up in SUPB
office NOW

Coming to the CMU Art
Display—A display of graphic
prints by Gerald L. Wise.

ShaNaNa
Buttons

BEN BATSCH

Wear yours to the SUPB
movie "The Last Picture
Show"—get in Free.

Thursday, 9 - 11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday,
8:30 - 11:30 p.m.

Win one of 20 Free tickets
to ShaNaNa

CLIP AND SAVE
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PFY program nets
higher quality
education students
By Cal Singleton

The 155 students in the
program have higher grade
point averages and are "more
professional and not just going
into education because there
was nothing else to do," says
Crawford.

Students enrolled in the
Moorhead State College
Professional Fourth Year
(PFY) Program for elementary
education majors this year
seem to be "higher quality
students" than other years says
Leslie Crawford, director of
elementary education.

Marlys Kasprick (jr-Angus)

This is PFY's fourth year at
MSC. Last year the program
had a peak enrollment of 185.
Reasons for the decline in PFY
enrollment according to
Crawford, are MSC's
enrollment decline, fewer
positions in education and
conditions that were right for a
year, faculty aren't giver the peak year last year.
chance to help.
About 30 per cent of those
In support of Badals view is
the fact that only 27 students enrolled in the program are
have enrolled in the present transfer students from outside
PLAN B, an alternative plan the Tri-College system, says
which allows a student to select Crawford. He says a number of
one central topic, in the past people from Minneapolis and St.
Paul are coming here because
five years.
Bada l explains the problem of of MSC's program.
revisions, "We are trying to
PFY alternates students
fight a system run by faculty.
Students don't understand the between learning teaching
political implications of change. methods on campus and using
The school will fall apart if those methods in schools. The
there is too drastic a change. senior year is devoted
exclusively to professional
Departments may be lost. "
teacher education.

revision of general studies considered
By Kim Snyder
Moorhead State College's
General Study Committee is
seriously considering revision
of the current general education
program. Four plans have been
submitted and the committee is
welcoming more.
The proposals are:

special students and at the
same time it will not eliminate
any department.

challenge courses, receive
credit by testing out of a class.
All departments allow students
to do this except the English
Department.

Dr. Robert Badal, chairman,
states, "With Dollars for
Scholars we get some very good
students. At the same time we
get some students from small
towns which aren't ready for
college classes. Some classes
are then reduced to the
remedial level, hurting both
groups."
The General Studies
Committee also wants to
encourage more students to

-PLAN A will be divided the
same as the present program
but students will be required
to take sequence courses
within the divisions.
PLAN B stresses sequence
courses also but changes the
number and makeup of the
divisions. It adds a division
called fine and performing
arts and places literature with
philosophy and humanities in
a division and composition
. i
with foreign languages and
speech in another.
PLAN C is cut into the three
divisions of language,
interdepartmental core and
As the end of the 1974-75
sequential core in one
academic year draws near,
discipline. Under this
committees are in the process
language division, if a student
of completing their
is competent in English he can
recommendations and plans for
advance to speech and foreign
next year.
language. Under the
interdepartmental core a
The Calendar Committee is
student chooses seven classes
finishing a questionnaire that
in three different disciplines
will be available to students at
adding to 36 credits. The
pre-registration, May 13-15,
sequence core requires one set
with the assistance of SPURS.
of sequence courses not in
your field of study.
The committee is asking
PLAN D is a course which
students to respond to five
will be required the first
questions on academic calendar
quarter a student is on
options. Possible calendars
campus. It will be a two or
include:
three credit class entitled
"Orientation to Liberal Arts
An early-start,early-close
Sciences. It will make students
academic year;
aware of the general study
A late-start, late-close
offerings and assist him in
academic year;
developing a program.
An early-start, early-close
MSC President Roland Dille semester calendar;
is also preparing a proposal and
A late-start, late-close
all students are urged to give semester calendar, and
their suggestions to the
A tri-mester calendar,
committee.
in which students could choose
to attend three 4-month
Because a transition from the semesters to complete one
present system could present academic year.
some major difficulties, the *
committee has discussed the
The committee hopes to obpossibility of an
honors
program. They believe it will be tain about 3,000 questionnaires
an exciting option that could to assist it in making its
lead to an honors degree for recommendations.

Badal suggests, "There would
be few problems with the
current program if the advising
program worked." At present;
-(-Faculty don't take their
job seriously.
+Students don't care enough
to talk to their faculty advisors
but simply forge their signature
-(-Because of the student
advisor program for the first

Moorhead State committees in process

completing plans and recommendations
•

•

•

- •

According to committee
chairman, Dr. Joseph Miller,
professor of English, any new
policy could not be
implemented until the 1976-77
school year since the calendars
for the next two academic years
are already established.

meeting. An organization
requesting use of the lighting
equipment will now be charged
$2.50 per usage plus wages of
competent personnel. Use will
be restricted to MSC or TriCollege-related activiteis.

Miller said the committee can
only make recommendations as
the changefrom a quarter to a
seipester calendar would
require State College Board
action.

The Instructional Resource
Committee (the old library
committee with the Audio
Visual Department added) has
been working on the Library
Budget request for next year.
Dr. Richard Pemble, associate
professor of Biology, states,
"This is the first time we have
had a lot of faculty and allcampus input into the budget."

In other committee action,
Council on Curriculum and
Instruction (CC&I) passed a
proposal on repeated courses
and computation of GPA's. *
The proposed new policy,
which would take effect next
fall, states that, when courses
are repeated, only the higher
grade will be used to compute
the GPA in particular areas
and in the cumulative GPA.
Previously both grades had
been averaged to compute the
GPA.

++++

The Comstock Union
Committee passed two motions
dealing with the use of Union
equipment at its April 10

+++++

The committee's next
concern is the Library's
selection policy. With the
reduced budget, committee
members feel it is particularly
important to select the needed
material correctly.
Business at the Community
Service Committee meeting
included reports from a
Community Service Activity
questionnaire, discussion on a
forth-coming newsletter and
suggestions for both credit and
non-credit activities off-campus
in community service.

The program includes 13
weeks of instruction on campus
and 18 weeks of classroom
application of what students
have learned.
I
Principals
i m u p a i a of
ui p
participating
eu ucijjcliiiig
programs for them.
PFY involves 48 hours of
credit. Crawford says that
students in the program put in
about 40-hour work weeks.
Crawford adds that most
students believe that it prepares
them well to be teachers.
Crawford also adds that schools
in Moorhead, Fargo and Fergus
Falls, that participate in the
PFY program have "started to
rely heavily on PFY students".
Students enlisting in the
program must complete
Orientation to Teaching 210 or
211, Math 200 and Math 203, as
much of their human relations
requirements as possible,
Health 110 and if planning to
teach
kindergarten,
Kindergarten Methods 471.
Many students often come
back in their fifth year to take
the PFY program, says
Crawford. Application for
enrollment usually begins in the
junior year for elementary
education majors.

PFY also has a summer
program for persons working
toward baccalureate degrees
and for those holding
baccalaureate degrees who
wish to pursue work leading to
certification in elementary
education.
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editorial

letters
Dear Editor:
This week Moorhead State may lose a
number of bright, promising teachers,
including the English Department's best
scholar. If tenure or extension is not granted
by the administration, this teacher will not be
replaced, neither literally nor figuratively.
This is the story that your article, "Tenure
for 18 MSC Faculty to be decided soon," in
last week's Advocate wanted to say. Perhaps
the errors and ambiguities in that article can
be excused for this reason. The words
probably leaped all over the page, attempting
to say something more than the bullshit that
you fed your readers.

By Steve Webber

As the process to decide allocation of student activity
monies runs its course, proposals and alternatives for
collection and distribution are again falling like rain around
us.
As a student, it is your responsibility to let student
government and administrative officials know how you feel
about the budget.
A continuing problem will always be the priority of
activites and which are wanted most by students; and
unless students voice their opinion it will always continue to
be a problem.

I do not want to blame you and the
Advocate. I am sure that Roland Dille and the
Advisory Council gave you and LeAnn Kuntz
the same runaround that I experienced in the
President's Office.

One proposal which has been discussed by students but
not seriously argued, is the direct input of students at large
through a poll taken at Student Senate election time.

However, Mr. Webber, even if you had dealt
seriously with the matter in your column,
your obsession to view every issue with an
economic slant would probably have crippled
a potentially great editorial.

Direct input in this manner would be the best means of
informing all concerned parties as to how the students
would like to see the monies distributed.
The only flaw in a proposal of this nature, would be the
term "student input". Like faculty evaluations and tenure
decisions, student input is useless unless the power
structure at Moorhead State College is bound to some extent
by the deicision of the student body.
The advantages of such a proposal are obvious. Besides
turning student opinion into a concrete budgetdetermining factor, student interest in allocation of
monies would draw them to the polls to not only make a
budget decision but also to participate in the student
elections on a much larger scale.
The result would be a decision not easily argued. For
example: If students voiced an opinion saying Equal
Opportunity for Minority Students (EOMS) should be cut
from the budget,the budget committee would not be able to
pass off student opinion as hearsay, and EOMS would be
hard-pressed to argue the cutback.
The outcome would be a slate of activites funded the way
a majority of students feel and not just a select few.

This, in part, is where the blame should be
focused. Everyone from Richard Nixon and
Roland Dille right on down to your writers
and the students here are either convinced or
convincing others that there is a serious
shortage of money, resources and pro football
leagues.
Part of this "shortage craze" is real, but
the other part is pure fabrication. I doubt, for
example, that the appointment of a new
administrative dean this past week, the
projected hiring of two more administrative
deans by next fall, and the retainment of all
civil service personnel puts the bureaucracy
in Owens Hall into the overall cutback picture
of which you are convinced. Thus, while the
administration is maintaining itself quite
well, the Dragon footballers may go without

Despite your personal objections, Mr.
Webber, I still believe that the most effective
channels for student involvement and student
newspaper coverage can be turned on by
dealing seriously with such substantial
issues. Although your article last week stated
that "enough praise or criticism from
students can get an instructor a raise or get
him out of circulation," the failure of your
research and journalism denied any real
arousal of interest and concern.
Today college students stand accused of
being Peer Gynts, radical, slothful and selfindulgent. I do not agree. I do think, however,
that the legalization of marijuana, which your
newspaper apparently supports, will be a
positive change only if present educational
standards are improved.
This improvement will be less possible if
the English Department's top scholar is lost.
The core of this college is still teaching and
the most indispensable slice of that teaching
is still liberal arts. The faults of your
newspaper plainly underline this. If we lose
our artistic and critical faculties, we will,
like Peer Gynt, unwrap our outer covering of
extra-curricular activities to find nothing
within....except a gathering of maggot
administrators. That is, if we can
differentiate them from the vacuous space.
Curiously,
MARK NEWMAN

Editor
Associate Editor
Business & Advertising Manager
Photo Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Advertising Staff
Circulation
Copy Desk
Secretaries
Publisher

ADVOCATE
The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body,
Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unless
they are signed as being written by another person.

If you're beyond taking pictures of your
friends cat and would Iike to get into something a
bit more exciting — become an Advocate
photographer. You will be given an excellent
opportunity to combine your "creativity" with
the challenge of a newspaper. And thats only the
beginning. Check these advantages:

Interested? Stop by room 121 CMU. Or call
Tom Tollefson at 236-2551. We'll keep a fisheye
out for you.

And the saddest closeup of this problem is
framed around liberal arts. In the end my
arguments will always ask, "Can we justify
less
good teaching and more
administration? Are new outifts for the pom
pon girls more important than even one
excellent instructor?"

Writers & Photographers: Zoe Ames, Jeff Baenen, Donna Bart, Lynne Bell,
Dave Benning, Alistaire Blackwell, Carol Braun, Richard Clerke, Gayle
Cossette, Jean Farrand, Corinne Iversen, LeAnn Kuntz, Jeff Liss, Tony
Martinez, Bruce Miller, Pam Robinson, Dan Ruud, Cat Singleton, Kim
Snyder, Jim Thielman, Hal Velline, Harold Weatherly II I, Jan Westra and
Mary Ann Young.

Photographers

1. ALL film, paper, chemicals, equipment are
provided.
2. You can earn 6 credits (2 per quarter)
3. You are paid!
4. Your press pass works like a "free" pass
at many campus events.
5. Your work gets published.

shoulder pads next fall and a number of
students will be forced to leave college
because of shrinking work-study allocations.
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Steve Webber
Janis Fredrickson
Webb White
Tom Tollefson
Phil Hilker
Bruce Hanson
Ron Wood
MSC Circle K
Candace Moe, Jean Hedlund,
Janet Carlson
Linda Peterson, Colleen Putnam,
Gwen Kidman
Tom Lundquist
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Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2551. The
Advocate is prepared for publication by the Lakes Publishing Co. of Detroit
Lakes, MN., and printed in Hawley, MN.
Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature material
turned into The Advocate must be: (1) typewritten on one side of paper only,
(b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide and (c) double-spaced between
lines.
Both an original and a carbon copy must be turned in. Noon the Monday
before is the deadline for material to be published Thursday of that week,
with the exception of want ads and display ads which will be accepted later a1
the discretion of the editor.
Letters to the editor are encouraged. They must be submitted typed, in
accordance with the instructions above and cannot be over one and a half
pages long. They must be signed by their author. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters for length, without destroying the writer's major thesis,
and to correct obvious spelling, style and grammatical errors.

Ho berg
(con't from
P.l)
every two years), hopefully
decreasing the time legislators
would spend at the capitol and
raising the quality of bills they
would be working on.
According to Hoberg, too
many garbage bills made it
through the Legislature during
this last session.
If elected, Hoberg would
replace Rudy Perpich. He
added that he thinks the position
of lie utnant governor has not
been used to its full potential.
" The lieutenant governor should
be the roadman for the
governor, concentrating on the
contacts the governor has
throughout the state," he said.
Closing with a comment on
the rushed bill to raise
legislators' salaries, Hoberg
said, "Public reaction may dip
and rise, but legislators have a
very good memory."
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Dear Editor:
WHY? Why are certain people subjected to
suggestive comments and their friends
suspected simply because they may be
somewhat more refined and dignified than
many of those around them? Even more
importantly, why are some people persecuted
against, simply because their beliefs and life
styles may differ somewhat from those of
others? Why are people who do not fit the
"norm" persecuted, ignored, or treated
differently and at a distance by those whom
society considers to be "normal"? Why are
millions of Americans denied their basic civil
rights, such as freedom of choice in jobs and
housing, simply because their life style is
different?
In this age of relaxed morals and a more
liberal and questioning attitude towards
many of our institutions and ideas, when
many accept pre-marital sex, divorce, the use
of certain drugs, and the casual breaking of
every sort of law, why is a subject, which
usually (and hopefully always) involves
consenting adults in the privacy of their own
home, considered immoral? Why are over ten
million Americans, both men and women, of
all ages, races, and backgrounds and from
every part of the country, discriminated

STOP

against? Many of these people are among the
most talented in the nation today. Others
fulfill the more ordinary tasks from milkman
to teacher, but all are discriminated against
and often jailed for acts, which if committed
between two people of the opposite sex, would
be considered "normal".
Mention the words "homosexual" or "gay"
in a conversation (even in the so-called
"liberal" states of California and New York),
and all of a sudden the world is coming to an
end. These people are obviously Communists
and dangerous perverts and are anti-social
and have no religious interests. Even if they
did, they are banned to Hell!
I will freely admit that I have a number of
"gay" friends both at home in New York and
here on campus (although those on campus
have never admitted it to me), and they are
among the nicest people I have ever met.
Even my parents enjoy their company.
Since first arriving in the Fargo-Moorhead
area last Fall I have heard a number of
disturbing comments concerning this subject.
I feel that it is time that the prejudice towards
homosexuals be ended and that the subject be
openly and intelligently discussed.
I invite responsible comment from anyone.
Sincerely,
JAMES E. HICKS
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V A L U E C L A R I F I C A T I O N W O R K S H O P E V E R Y W E E K E N D — UiI
.NEXT OPENING — MAY 3RD
I
I
IF Y O U H A V E C O M P L E T E D T H E P R O G R A M , Y O U M U S T F I L L O U T I
A C O M P L E T I O N F O R M IN T H E H U M A N R E L A T I O N S O F F I C E — LU
b<
O W E N S 107
oJ

4/$100

Jimmy Dean

•SAUSAGE
York

• BACON

1 " a a " — N a t i v e A m e r i c a n W o r k s h o p o n W o u n d e d K n e e . M a y 9 , 1 0 & 1 1 (1
credit)
Student Union (Sign up at Political Science Office)

The Interim program
must be completed by September 1, 1974.

OPEN DAILY

(12 oz.)

99t|

1#

• BANANAS
• LETTUCE
Popcicles, Fudgecicles &

•ICE MILK BARS ^35t|1
(6 pats)

'^

LU

0£

j

i

HUMAN RELATIONS IS REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION IN MINNESOTA

Prices in This Advertisement
Good April 17 - 23

'

*

Next time you're
by a mirrortake a good look.
Then call us.

I

Call:

282-6100

We do great things for your head.

F A R Stachd
AH
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want ads

events calendar

SPRING HAS SPRUNG: I can
hear the birds. Isn't it time you
called_l,000 Words? For when
summer arrives and you start
bakin', you'll be glad you had your- Thursday, April 18
floor-picture taken. So give it some
7-9 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
thought and decide on a time; then
8:15 p.m. Series for Performing Arts: UTAH DANCE REPERTORY
get to a phone and spend a dime. 236- THEATRE — CA Auditorium
2551 is what you dial. At 1,000 Words,
9 p.m. Dance, Raisin s & Flakes— Ballroom, Comstock Union
all you do is smile!
April 18-19-20
9 p.m. Coffeehouse SUPB Presents: BEN BATSCH, Acoustic Guitar —
FIRST 50 GIRLS FREE at MSC Wooden Nickel, Union
Raisin-Flake Boogie, April 18, $1 Friday, April 19
admission, 9-12.
6:30 p.m. Heart of Lakes Conference Track Meet — Nemzek Fieldhouse
6:30 p.m. IVCF CCC Volleyball — Campus School Gym
GUYS! You want to see 50 girls?
6:30-8:30Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Come to the MSC Ballroom tonight.
8 p.m. Opera Workshop — Weld Auditorium
Dance admission $1, 9-12.
Saturday, April 20
9 5 p.m. Education Workshop — Comstock Union
DANCE $1! Brought to you by
10 a.m. Women's Track Meet — Nemzek Fieldhouse
MSC Raisin-Flake rock 'n roll boogie
12 noon Recreation Center Activites: Men's & Women's Singles Handicap
people. Tonight at the MSC Bowling Tourney (Entry Fee $1) — Comstock Union
Ballroom.
1-5 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
8 & 10:30 p.m. Special Film Showing: "Phantom of the Opera," with live
BOOGIE TONIGHT. First spring music score — 25 cents — Weld Auditorium
happening. Fire-up! $1, 9-12, MSC Sunday, April 21
Ballroom.
8 p.m. Benefit Concert for EOMS: "Life Force" & Music Majors — CA
Auditorium
YOU'LL HAVE A DEVIL OF A
3p.m. SAI Spring Formal Musicale — C. A. Recital Hall
TIME at Hall-A-Daze. Signed, the Monday, April 22
Exorcist.
2 p.m. Golf: MSC vs. CC — Moorhead Country Club
Enter Granthan-Nelson's
7 p.m. MSC Women's Club— Owens Lounge
Hall-A-Daze Variety Show April 25.
8:15 p.m. MSC Orchestra Concert — Weld Auditorium
You might just be discovered.
April 22-23-24
7-10 p.m. Human Sexuality Workshop — Comstock Union
WANTED: Agressive men or Tuesday April 23
1 p.m. Baseball: MSC vs. Valley City State — Nemzek Field
women, age 21 or older, to explain
retirement program to teachers.
4 p.m. Winter Quarter 1974 Student Teaching Applications — Biology 110
7-9 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
Must have car; must be able to work
without close supervision; Wednesday, April 24
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Twin City Urban Corporation Interviews for Summer
possibility of future full-time
employment. For more information, Internships — Senate Chambers — Union
call 293-9091 after 6 p.m. weekdays.
7 & 9 p.m. SUPB Film Series: "Last Picture Show," 25 cents — Weld
Auditorium
7 p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ — Room 204, Comstock Union
WANTED: Bodies to work at the
7 p.m. Special Lecture: DR. WILLIAM O. McCLURE, U. of Illinois,
Sha Na Na Concert. Meeting Room
202, 204, CMU this Thursday, April address to Red River Section of Am. Chemical Society —topic "Butterflies of
the Soul — A Chemist's View of Mental Illness," — All Welcomed — Hagen
18, at 7 p.m. Be there!
Auditorium
WANTED: Women's bike in good April 26-28
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Spring Conference at Trout Lake.
working order, no racer, Contact B.
Heringman campus mail or 233-7195.

Let Us Fill Your
Next Prescription
Complete assortment of Hallmark cards, gifts for all
occasion and a complete cosmetic department.
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

•RUG CO.
Holiday Mall — Center Mall Store
236-6262 — Moorhead, Minn. 56560 — 236-7400

Should there be a

Homecoming
'74?

Lack of interest on your part could
force its cancellation!!

The Keepsake look... matching wedding rings'
for just you two. Any style you want-from con
temporary to classic in our exciting Keepsake
collection.

Come to the Decision
Makers Meeting
Thursday, April 18
6:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION 215-216

3eurelrg
MOORHEAD

MINNESOTA

Rings enlarged to show detail. Trade-Mark Reg.

WE NEED IDEAS
EVERYONE WELCOME
FRESHMEN ESPECIALLY WELCOME
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WANT ADS
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want ads
HALL-A-DAZE April 22-28.
MR. RIGHT: I haven't met you
yet, but we're getting married in
June. Be there in tails. Diane.
ROGER HUNT (sr-Rock Lake,
ND) is this week's lucky winner of a
FREE FOTO. Roger, call Tom or
Jeff at 236-2551. Roger Jack Hunt is
one student at MSC who knows 1,000
Words Photography makes you
smile.
TIRE OF THE SAME OLD
SOUNDS? Life Force in the CA
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Sunday, April 21.
HAIR: No matter how you wear
your hair, it will look better if it's cut
right. Now have it professionally
styled by The Barbers in West
Acres. Call us at 282-6100 for your
appointment. The Barbers. We do
great things for your head.
THANKS: I would like to thank
The Co-op for making it possible for
me to see The Great Gatsby at such
a low price. My tickets (which I
bought in The MSC Etc. Shop, CMU)
cost only $1.25 each. And I hear they
are still on sale. Thank you again,
Co-op.
SEE YOUR NAME IN LIGHTS:
Enter Grantham-Nelson's HALL-ADAZE Variety Show, April 25. Yo u
might just be discovered.
FEEL THE FORCE of Life —
Sounds to soothe the soul — Life
Force in concert, 8 p.m. Sunday
(April 21) CA Auditorium.

ENTRIES IN STUDENT ART
SHOW are due in the Art
Department Office by 5 p.m. April
25. Paintings, drawings, etc. must be
matted or framed and ready to
hang. Arrangements for sculptural
works must be made individually.

FOR SALE: 1973 Volkswagen,
17,000 miles; excellent condition; 6
months old; $2,300. Call 236-3474. Ask
for Tim.
I'LL BE UP for Hall-A-Daze.
Signed, Johnny Wadd.

Bottle Flash Lights
Liquor— Wine
Beer — Ice — Munchies

THE ROUND HOUSfe
94 LIQUORS
2511 —12th Ave. So.
Moorhead

FOR THE LATEST RELEASES
AND FARGO'S LARGEST SELECTION
SHOP

Scene

Broadway Music
119 Broadway

293-9555
Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

k

$100.

Special Student Terms

- ,

JEWELERS
Since.1*14

DOWNTOWN FARGO
AND WEST ACRES

/

*t*ST /

Downtown - Fargo
Dial 232-7133

Brookdale - Moorhead
Dial 233-6315

1

MEKICAN

AMERICAN
STATE

B•4A nN K
TIN!

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

Striving to meet student needs
-f Free minimum balance checking
+ Drive in teller windows
, +Friendly fast service

Downtown Moorhead

"PLEASE HELP
MAKE NEXT WEEK
THE BIGGEST OF
MY CAREER."
From

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

AT $3.99

LIFE FORCE and music majors
in concert; 8 p.m. Sunday (April 21)
in CA Auditorium

HALL-A-DAZE is coming. Signed,
Paul Revere.

At
The Mill Liquor Store

Complete Stock of $598 LP's

BUTTONS FOR HALL-A-DAZE
only 25c. Required for entrance at
all activities. Available at residence
hall desks.

HAVE A HIGH TIME

Lager Beer

T-Shirts
Sweat Shirts
Tank Tops
Beer Towels
Wind Breakers

ARTISTS: The entry deadline for
the MSC Student Art Show is April
25. Juror is Cork Marcheschi,
professional artist and instructor at
the Minneapolis College of Art and
Design. Entry fee is a mere 25 cents.
All MSC students are eligible to
enter
art work. Entry blanks
available in the Art Department
.Office, Mass Communications
Department Office and New Center.

ART LOVERS: The annual MSC
Student Art Show opens April 29 in
the Center for the Arts Gallery.
Works are for sale if you want to be a
collector.

WANTED TO BUY: One used
aquarium, with or without extras.
Call 236-2442 or 233-4489 after 6 p.m.

Ceramic Steins
Colossal Mugs '
Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs
Plastic Cups
Lighters

LIFE FORCE, LIFE FORCE, Life
Force. 8 p.m. Sunday (April 21) CA
Auditorium.

c
25

Old Timers

The brewers of Budweiser, in coopera
tion with ABC Radio, asked me to
remind you that April 22-27 is National
College "Pitch In!" Week.
All week, all over America, students
like you will be filling up litter cans
like me.
If there's an official "Pitch In!" Week
program in your campus community,
join up. If there isn't, you can still
support the national effort. Just pick
up any litter in your path next week
and bring it to me.
Thanks,
see you
then.

\0©>

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS

/tWfsw

Member FDIC
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good times

The Utah Repertory Dance Theatre will perform its modern
dance variety show at 8:15 p.m. tonight in the Center for the
Arts Auditorium. Student tickets for the sixth edition of this
season's Series for the Performing Arts are $1 with ID. They
are a young, committed, professional and talented company
and should live up to their promise not to give us that
same old song and dance.
*
wneezes a smue as The hoop h<
dance number.
.photo

'Gatsby' is great, excessive disappointment
By Bruce R. Miller
Every year a movie comes
along that receives the dubious
honor of being dubbed the one
everyone loves to hate. Two
years ago it was "Last Tango in
Paris," last year "The
Exorcist," and, more than
likely, it will be "The Great
Gatsby" for 1974. Different
from its predecessors, though,
"Gatsby" could very well be the
first to fully deserve the title.
For two and a half hours,
Jack Clayton painstakingly
recreates the Jazz Age,
complete with its lavish parties
and carefree attitudes, at the
expense of the F. Scott
Fitzgerald classic. Not only is
"the romance that was so
divine" gone, but the spirit that
made "The Great Gatsby" such
an accurate commentary on the
twenties is also missing.
Francis Ford Coppola's
screenplay is nearly letter
perfect with the novel, including
a number of passages which are
voiced over the film by narrator
Sam Waterson in the Nick
Carroway role. Yet director
Clayton spends so much time
trying to set the stage for action
that when the plot does begin to
develop it seems rushed in
comparison with the rest of the
movie and one begins to wish
that Jay Gatsby and George and
Myrtle Wilson are not the only
ones to get it in the end.

Robert Redford was perhaps whose nervous behavior and
the wisest choice that anyone feeling of neglect fully justify
could have made to play the George Wilson's sudden display
mysterious Gatsby. His boyish of insanity.
good looks and uneasy nature
are perfect for the role, while
The most beautiful aspects of
his lack of dialogue (limited the film are the dazzling
primarily to two words — "Old automobiles color-coordinated
Sport") allows him to use his to match Theoni Aldredge's
facial expressions to the fullest stunning costumes and the
and make Gatsby as obscure as plush sets designed by John Box
Fitzgerald had originally which, by themselves, convey
intended.
all of the extravagance this
movie essentially needs.
Mia Farrow, however, is not
quite as lucky as Redford.
Nelson Riddle's score has to
Unlike him, she is on the screen be regarded as one of the worst
so much that her portrayal of adaptations of the year. Not
D a i s y s u f f e r s f r o m only does he abuse a number of
overexposure. Farrow, garbed delightful songs by Iving Berlin,
in a number of pastel gowns and but he also has composed theme
one of the silliest wigs to come music for each of the characters
along since Harpo Marx's, is so that keeps cfopping up every
overly affected in her time one of the leads even turns
characterization that it is no his head.
wonder Tom leaves Daisy for
the more colorful Myrtle. For
Not to be outdone in the line of
the first time in her career it excesses, however, Douglas
becomes evident where Slocomb's cinematography is
Farrow's undernourished looks overflowing with close-up shots
come from — trying too hard to of each of the principal's faces.
pretend that she really can act. Within the span of five minutes
he almost singlehandedly
The truly excellent destroys Bedford's reputation
performances are delivered by as the matinee idol of the
Karen Black who provides what seventies.
little drama the movie has with
her offbeat approach to the part
With the large investments
of Tom's mistress Myrtle, Sam Paramount has made on "The
Waterson who presides over the Great Gatsby" though, it
action with a discreet manner becomes unimportant as to how
that brings a realistic tone to well this movie succeeds
the story, and Scott Wilson, artistically. What counts, of

course, is the money and for
those who would like a good
screen version of Fitzgerald's
novel, well, they will just have

r

film

to wait another twenty-three
years until Paramount remakes
"The Great Gatsby" for the
fourth time.

this week
April 18-28 — Two Nations, Six Artists, Third Annual Art
Exhibit, CA Art Gallery.
April 18 — Utah Repertory Dance Theatre, Series for the
Performing Arts, CA Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., $1 with ID.
The company promises an exciting evening of modern
dance.
April 18-20 — Ben Butsch, Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse, 9-11
p.m. (Thursday) and 8:30-11:30 p.m. (Friday), free.
April 18 — Gravel Road, Raisin-Flake Boogie, CMU
Ballroom, 9-12 p.m., $1.
April 19 — For Whom the Bells Toll, SUPB films, CMU
Lounge, 8 p.m., free. Ernest Hemingway's classic story
starring Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman.
April 20 — Phantom of the Opera, Weld Auditorium, 8 and
10:30 p.m., 25 cents. The original version starring Lon
Chaney sponsored by Speech-Theatre Board of
Governors.
April 21 — Life Force, Benefit concert for EOMS, CA
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
April 21 — Z, Campus Cinema, NDSU, 5 and 8 p.m., 50 cents.
The Best Foreign Film of 1969.
April 22 — MSC Orchestra Concert, Weld Auditorium, 8:15
p.m.
April 24-25 — The Good Times Revue, Vaudeville Show,
Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse, 7 and 9 p.m., 75 cents.
Scholarship raising project sponsored by Speech-Theatre
Board of Governors.
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•udeville are not dead!

i song and
i Tollefson

By Phil Hilker
All of the most obvious
elements of vaudeville will be
put to test when "The Good
Times Revue'hits the Wooden
Nickel Coffeehouse stage. For
two nights, April 24-25, at two
times 7 and 9 p.m., a cast of 13
will weave a collection of skits,
one-liners, t a p d a n c e s a n d
musical numbers into what
director Faye Couch (jr-Rapid
City, SD) hopes will be a "fun
night for the audience."
"The Good Times Revue" is
being sponsored by the SpeechTheatre Department's Board of
Governors in an effort to earn
scholarship money for this
summer's Straw Hat Players.
"Thewhole reason started with
the scholarship idea," said
Couch. "Now it's giving all of us
a chance to do something we've
wanted to do."
If "The Good Times Revue"
is successful the Board of
Governors hopes to continue the
scholarship drive during the
entire school year.

The cast of dancers, singers
and "hams" includes Darrelyn
Brawders (sr-Roseau), John
Scheeler (so-Dickinson, ND),
Jon Evans (so-Buffalo), Nancy
Blake (sr-Hopkins), Rick
Johnson (sr-Fargo), Rick Cress
(fr-Prior Lake), Julie Ruhland
(fr-Fargo), Arvel Gray (soCromer, Manitoba), A1 Shorter
(so-Underwood),
Kelly
Gallagher (fr-Jamestown, ND),
Kathy Patterson (jr-Dickinson,
ND), Toni Weisser (frMoorhead) and Marcie Panian
(jr-St. Paul).
Also involved in this
vaudevillian venture are Roary
Hedges (sr-Fargo) assistant
director, Kay DeHerder (frEdina) pianist, Bruce Manuel,
overall production manager,
and Jimmy DeBrito (soMoorhead), choreographer,
along with cast member Blake.
Shorter and Brawders are in
charge of all vocal music.
Tickets are now on sale for 75
cents at the Moorhead State
College Box Office or in
Comstock Memorial Union.
Who said vaudeville was dead?
A kick line in the vaudeville musical number "Good Times

are Here to Stay.

group burns for former talent

Deep Purple merely scorches with its latest
By Jeff Baenen

Deep Purple has survived two
shakeups in personnel and a lot
of verbal abuse. Due to the
erratic nature of this group,
they will undoubtedly reform
once more before they call it
quits. But unless something
drastic happens, they will
receive more ridicule than ever.
And it is probable that they will
not emerge unscathed from the
barrage of critics and public
alike.
The absence of vocalist Ian
Gillian and bassist Roger
Glover is painfully obvious on
this album. In their places are
Glenn Hughes, former bassist
for the group Trapeze, and
David Coverdale, an
unknown s i n g e r who w a s
working for a London boutique.
Both Hughes and Coverdale are

more than adequate, but their
songwriting talent will have to
improve greatly before they can
hope to equal the landmark
rockers such as "Strange Kind
Of Women" and "Highway
Star" that were created by the
Gillian-Glover combination.
The remainder of Deep
Purple still holds out well,
proving once again what a
durable band they are.
Drummer Ian Paice is flailing
wildly away in the background,
but his performance is meager
indeed when compared to the
stellar musicianship of organist
Jon Lord and lead guitarist
Richie Blackmore. Lord is one
of the three original members of
Deep Purple of "Hush" and
"Kentucky Woman" fame
(along with Paice and
Blackmore), and of the tightly-

forensics ends successful
year; wins sweepstakes
The Moorhead State College
Forensics Team completed its
most successful year this past
w e e k e n d . T h i r t e e n MSC
students, accompanied by
Michael Kelly of the MSC
Speech Department, attended
the 10th Annual Northwest
Novice Debate and Forensics
Tournament at the University
of Wisconsin-Superior. Twelve
schools from Wisconsin, Illinois
and Minnesota attended the
tournament.
MSC won First Place in
Sweepstakes, as well as the
following awards: After-Dinner
Speaking: Faye Couch (jrRapid City, SD), 1st place;

Rhetorical Criticism: Diane
Baseman (sr-Silver Bay), 1st
place; Nancy Blake (srHopkins), 2nd place; Radio
Speaking: Robert Ormseth (jrMoorhead), 2nd place; Bethea
Stewart (jr-Fargo), 3rd place;
Prose Interpretation: Michael
Mellstrom (so-Roseau), 1st
p l a c e ;
D r a m a t i c
Interpretation: Baseman, 1st
place; Kristin Rudrud (frFargo), 2nd place; Susan Hunt
(sr-Redwood Falls), 3rd place;
Poetry Interpretation: Stewart,
3rd place; Oratory: Kevin
Sauter (sr-Richfield), 3rd
place; Extemporaneous
Speaking: Wayne Struble, (frFargo), 1st place.

structured core of Deep Purple,
he is the most outstanding. He
handles the keyboards with a
fervor and a flair, instilling
fiery embellishments into even
the most mediocre of Deep
Puple's songs.
But Deep Purple's success or
failure rides on every guitar riff
that flows from the nimble
fingers of Richie Blackmore.
Cold and arragant, Blackmore
projects a callous image that
has made him one of the most
despised artists around. His
own e g o m a n i a m a y h a v e
resulted in the departures of
Gillian and Glover, and if
Hughes and Coverdale fail to fit
Blackmore's specifications,
they may be kissed goodbye any
day now. Yet Blackmore's
personality does not prevent
him from being one of the
h a n d f u l of t o d a y ' s m o s t
dynamic guitarists.
Deep Purple is a showcase for
Blackmore's talent, and its
latest release, Burn, is built
around
Blackmore's
guitarwork. Much like Who Do
We Think We Are, the last
studio effort of the GillianGrover Purple, Burn, has one
fantastic number going for it. In
Who Do We Think We Are, it
was "My Woman From Tokyo,"
which was great even though it
was a chord-for-chord outtake
of "Smoke On The Water." In
Burn, it is the title track, which
churns away with well-placed
tumults from Lord and
Blackmore, as well as
appropriate hyteria from
Hughes and Coverdale.
The rest of thealbum lacks in
material what it makes up for in
performances. "Might Just
Take Your Life" is as languid as
"Lay Down, Stay Down" is

music

Burn may not be spectacular,
energetic. The mechanical feel
of "Sail Away" is hypnotic in its but it is acceptable for the time
effect, and "You Fool No One" being. It is a very wellhas a Santana-like rhythm. structured effort, and the new
"What's Goin' On Here" has members sound promising. But
been heard about a thousand only exciting material is going
to rescue this group and make
time before, and the bluesy
"Mistreated" is four minutes them a power again. Deep
too long. But the album's only Purple's next album will either
real mark on the debit side is make or break them: they will
the endless Moog jam that fills either triumph or get burned for
good.
up the last cut.

Love the Pen as much as the Play?
If you're into both the arts and writing about
them —we're looking for you. The Advocate Arts
department is now accepting applications for
people who are interested in music, movies,
theatre, television, literature and art. With the
position comes many extra advantages. Here
are just a few:
1. You are a guest at most MSC events.
2. You may earn up to 6 credits (2 per quarter).
3. You gain valuable experience in reviewing.
4. You may even be paid .
Sound like something worth pursuing?
stop by and see us. We are located in roor
CMU. Or call Phil Hilker at 236-2555.

4
121 a
M
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Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

"A FIESTA OF GOOD EATING"

jl

I

mm

allI

Grand Barber
&

Beauty World

TRULY A VILLAGE WITHIN

,

— HOURS —
Mon.-Thurs. — 11 A.M. Til 11 P.M.
. Fri -Sat. — 11 A.M. Til 2 A.M.

Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

k

[dp)

AUTHENTIC MEXICAN FOODS"

MSC STUDENTS-10%DISCOUNT
Take a break from studying — clip this coupon and
bring your student I.D. Otter good April 18, 19 and 22,
23. Try it., you'll really enjoy it.
V,

FARGO

293-0120

O

Don Engberg,
Registrar
The MSC Housing Office is currently accepting applications for the
position of night watchmen for Fall Quarter 1974. Applicants must be either
20 years of age or a junior by Sept. 1, 1974, and have at least a 2.0 gpa.
Applications can be picked up at the Housing Office, located in Ballard Hall.
Applications must be turned in by April 25, 1974. (An Equal Opportunities
employer).

On & Off Sale Shop
BESTFROSTYS

§
ft

IN THE AREA

Low Cost Used Clothing
And Apartment Furnishing

Center Ave.,
Dilworth
Cliff, Marian, Butch,
Gary

• No Entertainment
• No Dancing Girls
e No Cover Charge
• No Tipping
• Just Great Fo$d!

(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
.™nday. p»'°w 1° f,?,e 7h„ursdaV publication date and be sent typewritten
to Official Bulletin, MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)

I Mills Lounge This-N-That

Now Offering A Wide Variety Of Beers|
•14 MAIN

official bulletin

619 MAIN
-MOORHEAD

40' Off

Reg. Price

SUNDAY ONLY
• Sirloin
• T-Bone

2515 S. University Drive

Bring your MSC
I.D. for this specials
(No coupon).

Breunigs
Lager Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
Beautiful 3-Bedroom

1/tllaye Sqtuvie
Located 4 blocks from campus
Completely furnished with new furniture
FREE!

Forty-four
beautifully decorated pages
for all your remembrances
. . . engagement, showers,
wedding and honeymoon . . .
hard bound in textured white
fabric. Free with your
Keepsake Diamond Ring.

and appliances, central air conditioning,
garage and storage area.
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

tOimmefCA
610 Main Ave.
Downtown Fargo
Park & Shop
Special College
Terms.

2 Persons

$70.00 month/ea.

3 Persons

$55.00 month/ea.

4 Persons

$50.00 month/ea.

DIAL 236-9434

ANYTIME
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announcements
The first annual Hall-A-Daze,
Inter-Residence Hall Council's
plug to encourage residents to
stay on campus and encourage
others to move on, will be from
April 22-28. Included in the
week-long program will be a
variety show, scavenger hunt,
soc hop, rummage sale,
treasure hunt, interest sessions,
games and other contests.

(SUPB). The SUPB is a studentrun organization designed to
promote cultural, educational
and recreational activities on
the Moorhead State Campus.

The new board members
Buttons, required for admission
to all Hall-A-Daze events, are on were selected by the "Comstock
sale at all dorm desks for 25 Union Committee, a facultycents. Hall-A-Daze is a take-off student committee appointed by
on St. Cloud State College's the college president, Dr.
Roland Dille.
recent Hall Havoc Days.
+ + + 4- 4-^
Members of the board and
Nine students at Moorhead
State College recently were their respective portfolios are:
appointed members of the MSC
Carol Olson, (fr-Alexandria)
Student Union Program Board

LAMP LITE

Coffeehouse; Leroy Anderson
(jr- Buffalo) Publicity; Zoe
Gulbro (so-Edina) Public
Relations; Jim Hicks (so-Elba,
NY) Supplies; Karen Neumann
(fr-Minneapoljs) Special
Events; Jay Holmen (so-Silver
Bay) Cultural Arts; Steve
Hamre (SpringValley)Concerts;
Jill Stockman (fr-St. Paul)
Music and Dan Stardig (frVergas) Films.

WANT ADS

In the Dark ages, kissing
was declared a sure cure of
a headache. They couldn't
have been completely dark.

e
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SAY IT
LOUD.
ADVOCATE

LOUNGE

NOW FEATURING

Silver
Nightly
from 8:30-1:00
Open
:00 AM - 1:00 AM
Sandwiches

THE UTAH REPERTORY DANCE THEATRE
Moorhead State College presents the Utah Repertory
Dance Theatre, Thursday, April 18, 8:15pm, Center
for the Arts Auditorium, Moorhead State College.

11 - 4

Tickets- MSC Box Office 236-2271
General Admission—$2.75
Tri-College—$1.00

HOLIDAY MALL Moorhead
233-5221

TWIN THEATRES
1-94 & Hiway 75
Walt Disney's
G
Alice in Wonderland
i;00-2:50-4:40
Nightly 7:00-9:00 — Sat. & Sun. 6:30-8:20
AL PACINO
SERPICO

Sat. & Sun.
2:30-4:45-7:00-9:15

Nightly 7:00-9:15
F-M'S LUXURY THEATRES

'

236 525?

Hi Brau
At
The Mill Liquor Store

Thursday, Apr. 18
BUCK NIGHT—9-12
1 s t 5 0 GIRLS FREE

So Hwy 8

22 -007

"THE STING" «
Eve. 7:00-9:30 — Sun. Mat. — 2:00

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead
JACK NICHOLSON
West *cres Cente
/
Now — 7:00 & 9:30
\
/ Sat.-Sun. —2:00, 4:30, 7:00,\
9:30

GONE ISTHE
ROMANCE THAT
WAS SO DIVINE

Gravel Road

"Robert Redford" & "Paul Newman"

Premium Deer

ROBERT R6DFORD
and
miR FRRROUU

287-2626

"The Last Detail" »
EVE. 7:30-9:30
Nominated for 5 Academy Awards

West M e r e s Cente

282 2626

"American Graffiti"
Eve. 7:15-9:20
Sat. & Sun. Mats. 2:15

PG

'Gene Hackman'

"The
Conversation"
Eve. 7:15-9:20
Sat.-Sun. Mat.-2:00

PG

The Latest in Reviews *
A volcano of a movie, an absolute
sensation. I like it better than "The
Godfather" — Bernard Drew, Gannett
Syndicate.
A dazzling film! A spell-binding story
marvelously directed and acted —
Norma McLain Stoop
After Dark

Brought to you by the MSC
Raisin - Flake Rock & Roll
Boogie People.

"GENE HACKMAN'
IN

"The Conversation",
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Photos by Hal Velline

blind student sees himself as normal
By Tom Tollefson
They tore up the sidewalk by
Ballard Hall when Jim Fry was
a freshman. As he walked from
his dorm someone grabbed him
saying, "One more step and
you'll fall in that ten-foot hole".
Five years and a vocal music
degree later, few would notice
that he cannot see as he walks
across campus.
He feels very strongly about
the stereotypes society has
created about people who are
handicapped. "Everyone thinks
that blind people are all
introspective, intorverted and
have special talents. There is a
lack of understanding...."
Giving an example, he
continues, "I went to a

restaurant with a friend and the
waitress asked, 'What does he
want to eat?' (referring to Jim).
My friend said, 'Why don't you
ask him?"

school in Fairbault, MN, Jim
moved to Minneapolis where he
learned cooking and cane
travel. As he gained confidence
in city traffic he became more
independent.

He used to go to many parties,
but doesn't as often anymore.
"People would ask me to come
to a party and bring my guitar. I
would sing a few songs, then end
up sitting in the corner for the
rest of the evening. Most people
were not conscious that it was
happening," he said.

He has what he calls "a
healthy respect for traffic"
after being struck by a car in
Minneapolis. "It was really a
strange feeling, flying through
the air, not knowing where I
would land," he said.

He continues, "The problem
is, I can't go over to people and
say let's talk. I also have a hard
time finding people that I know
in a crowd."

Because of this respect he
admits, "I don't like to cross
11th Street alone to go to Vic's,
the traffic moves just too fast."
He has taken classes in Nemzek
where he had to cross 14th
Street every day.

Originally from Rochert ,MN,
he has been blind since birth.
Following graduation from a

He can tell the difference
between parallel and nonparallel traffic and whether a
light is red or green just by
listening.
Since coming to Moorhead he
has taught classes in cane
travel to area people who have
lost their sight by accident or
illness.
Jim points out there is a great
difference between being blind
at birth and losing sight
sometime during life. Those
who have had vision know what
things look like even though
they can no longer see them. He
asks, "How can someone
describe what color really is to
a person who has never seen
it?"
Admitting that he does ask
friends to sometimes describe a
girl he has just met, he also asks
them to define what .it is that
makes a person "ugly".
...Continued on Page 1 3
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enterprise system to
be discussed freely

With the energy crisis, spiraling
inflation and wage-price
controls still fresh in people's
minds, the discussion will
examine the effect each has had
on the American business
annual Business-Education system.
The future of the free Dialogue to be held Wednesday,
enterprise system is the subject April 24, in MSC's Comstock
A "futurist" from the
for discussion at the fourth Memorial Union Ballroom. Department of Environmental
Affairs of Northern States
Power Company, Lee Ciampi,

Fry (con't from P. 12)

-

$V

y~T

EVERYDA^PEOAL

Save on Meats

Typical of the questions to be
discussed is, "Can we substitute
government regulation for the
basic law of supply and
demand?"

The dialogue begins at 9:30
a.m., in the CMU Ballroom,
continuing until lunch. Students
in attendance will receive the
"Dutch Treat" lunch
compliments of the Moorhead
State College Foundation. The
dialogue is sponsored by the
Moorhead Area Chamber of
Commerce
Education
Committee in cooperation with
MSC.

:5S$$SS$$$$$S$$$$$SS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$SS

Most of the textbooks he uses might ask someone to tell him
are either on cassettes or where he is in relation to where
records providedby a service in he is going.
Saint Paul. Class notes are
taken with a cassette recorder.
The building most difficult for
There has been some trouble him to find at MSC is Hagen
with the recorded textbooks Hall. The most trouble with
arriving at the end of the getting lost is when it is
quarter.
snowing. He describes it as
"just like having a blanket over
Many other books and my head."
periodicals are available in
braille. He adds with a smile,
Jim would like to get a job
"Playboy is even published in teaching music in a school. He
braille, of course it doesn't have taught at Central Junior High in
the illustrations."
Moorhead. He explained, "They
didn't even mention that I was
Jim finds his way around blind when they wrote my
campus like anyone else would recommendation."Iwant to get
using reference points; but a job on my merits."
instead of seeing them he feels
them. If he gets lost he just goes
"I feel normal, I think
back to the last place he normally. I'm just a guy who
recognized. Failing that, he happens to be blind."
"Are you^tting the service
you are paying for?"

will be present, along with
Moorhead businessmen, MSC
officials, educators and
students to discuss future
demands and challenges for
businessmen and women.

t/btcediDIAMOND
RINGS

Our Prices
Won't Bust
You

Bail Bonds!
| Municipal -District -Federal <

232-2505
Anywhere - Anytime
(Call 24 Hours)

Mandy's
Quik Clean

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
302 N Univ. Dr.

Fargo

Brookdale
Shopping Center

CAMPUS

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S

LOCATED IN
THE MOORHEAD
__CENTER MALL

ATTRACTIONS
and
STUDENT PRODUCTIONS
present
JAMES
TAYLOR

The perfect
answer.

April 30, 8 00
Concordia
College
Auditorium

""*4..

. : . .

"Your One-Stop Meat Shop'

114 5th St. S.

Moorhead

233-3688

v

i

Roll Out The
Barrel

Tickets available at Daveau's,
Young America,

from

POPEYE'S
OFF SALE
4TH AND MAIN
MOORHEAD

WE SELL and SERVICE
TOP QUALITY

BATAVUS
10-SPEED BICYCLES

tickets
$3,4,5, 6,

It's the
real thing.
Coke.

Concordia,
NDSU And MSC.

DIVIDEND
REQUEST
ENVELOPES
ARE DUE BY

APRIL 30th
AT

WHEELSPOftTS

2525 Hwy. 10 East Moorhead — 236-8700

M.S.C. Bookstore
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Dubow 'chips' in with experience for MS
By Zoe Ames
Jim Dubow (jr-Little Falls)
started playing golf when he
was eight years old.
Today he is one of the most
experienced and consistant
golfers on the Moorhead State
College Men's Golf Team.
Dr. Edison Smith, MSC men's
golf coach, speaks of Dubow
with confidence. "Jim is one of
our lettermen and an
experienced golfer. He's played
in the summer and in a lot of
tournaments. Jim is a student of Jim Dubow
Photo by Zoe Ames
golf. He reads about the game.
He studies his game. Jim keeps the good golf program I have are many, explains Dubow.
working on his game so he can under Dr. Smith. He's one of the 'We meet fantastic people.
keep it where he wants it."
nicest guys you'll every meet," We're outside in the fresh air
he said.
and I like making the trips too.
Smith credits Dubow's The benefits of playing golf
The drawbacks are that it takes
success to his high school
background. "Jim had an
excellent high school
background. He had good coach
ing that has given him high
potential."

a lot of time.
Dubow was one of the golfers
who attended a preseason
tournament in Oklahoma and
ranked among the top players
there with consistent low
scores.
The first match is Monday,
April 22,
at the Moorhead
Country Club. It is between
Moorhead and Concordia.
Dubow, like Smith, has high
expectations for the team this
year . "I think we should do
really well this year. If
everyone plays up to their
ability, we should be able to win
tournaments....Maybe
many
we'll even win the conference,"
Dubow predicted.
Smith is excited and
optimistic about the golf team
this year. He describes Dubow
as one of many promising
members of the team this
year. " Dubow won the 1973 36-

hole NIC Tournament and was a
member of our winning golf
team in 1972. If all our players
live up to their potential, we
should have a good year."
Dubow says golf, is
impossible to stop once you
start. "It gets in your blood and
you just can't get rid of it.
That's why I've played this
long."
Dubow is one of nine
returning lettermen on hand for
the '74 team. Other monogram
winners back are: Dave
Henderson (sr-Brainerd),
Grady Anderson (jr Alexandria), Charles Erickson
(jr-Roseau), John Hagge (jrFergus Falls), Dave Hinsverk
(jr-Roseau), A1 Ottinger (jrJamestown), Bob Durham (soMoorhead) and Dick Simmons
(so-Wayzata).
Dubow and Anderson are cocaptains for the '74 golf season.

schedule of Nemzek jammed with numerous events

"I really got interested in golf
when I tried out for pee-wee
baseball," Dubow stated. Then
added, "The baseball coach was
also the golf coach. He
encouraged me to take golf
lessons at that time. I've played
ever since."
Dubow keeps
a rigorous
practice schedule. At the
beginning of the season he hits
golf balls for two hours a day
seven days a week. Dubow
shoots in the seventies for 18
holes.
An elementary education
major, he would like to teach
golf, too. "I would like to be a
teaching professional. I would
like to teach golf at a country
club to all ages and I think my
prospects are good because of

• o i i i i f i *ays » » « « * > • « « » i
As the sun never sets on the
English flag, the lights at Alex
Nemzek Fieldhouse seldom go
out. Or so it seems to Bill
Thomas, chairman of the
Athletic Department, and
Athletic Director Ross Fortier.
"Die Fieldhouse is open from
7:30 a.m. until 10 p.m. Fortier
claims that they are open more
than any school he has ever
been at.
It is Thomas' job as chairman
to work out the scheduling and
his calendar for Nemzek,
jammed with events, supports
Fortier's claim.
%

During Spring Quarter the
tennis team practices at 7:30

rec news
High Series Week of April 9-13
Monday
5 p.m. Mixed — Mike Brown 547
7 p.m. Mixed — Brian Johnson 640
9 p.m. — Mixed Bill Wenberg 541
Tuesday
5 p.m. Women — Marlon Gergen 503
7 p.m. Women — Sharon Harrington 489
9 p.m. Mixed — Dick Saver 629
Wednesday
5 p.m. Men 's — Keith Thomson 546
7 p.m. Men 's — Lynn Waldorf 644
9 p.m. Men 's — Les Bakke 585
Saturday, April 20, at Noon in the Rec. Center. Men's and Women's Singles
Handicap Bowling Tourney. $1.00 entry fee for 3 games of bowling. Sign upon
Saturday. Trophies for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, of both sexes. Handicap is two-thirds
difference of your average from 200 for men and 150 for women. Try it,
everyone has a chance!
Thursday, April 25 at 6:30 p.m. in the Rec Center there will be an 8-ball
tourney. Fee is 50 cents per person, trophies for 1st and 2nd place.
Friday, April 26— Moon Light Bowling (bowling in the dark) 9 p.m.-12
a.m. FREE (Sponsored by your SUPB).

throughout the year. Anytime
such an event occurs it ties up
3 •*«" - i
5
£
the Fieldhouse for three days,
according to Thomas. A day of
»»?,««•**<« •
"
v<
' •••*
preparation, the event and a
st vy<
ii - - -.2
n
day to clean up are necessary.
The maintenance crews work
JL Zu is.L* is . - 4S4
overtime Sunday to clean up
~m
after a Saturday scheduling.
Thomas would Jike them to set
21 . 24 -•£> K
n
up after work on Friday but this
would involve additional
Fortier feels that women use
overtime.
the Fieldhouse more than
.30
T*'"""
29
29
the men do as they have more
Along with the Fieldhouse, a
sports than the men. Thomas swimming pool is maintained in
Calender of events scheduled
says that women are now Flora Frick and a gymnasium
for Nemzek in April,
beginning to use the weight in Lommen Hall is also open for
room as well as the facilities activity.
they have previously used.
In addition to sports,
Photo by Alistaire Blackwell
cheerleaders, / pom pon girls,
a.m. The girls track team a n d d a n c e c l a s s e s , v a r i o u s
practices from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., community groups use the
followed by the mens track Fieldhouse.
team from 3 p.m. to 4:30,with
The Amateur Athletic Union
the baseball team taking over uses the swimming pool and it is
until 6.
also available to Concordia
twice a week. Numerous junior
No particular sport has high and elementary track Back in 1890, Wisconsin's
priority over another and the teams use the Fieldhouse for football eleven charged on
to the gridiron against the
women work mainly in the new indoor meets.
Gophers of Minnesota wear
gym on the north end of
Nels Vogel takes over ing top hats! It was the only
Nemzek. Fortier and Thomas Nemzek for his annual band formal football game ever
both agree that conflicts such as c l i n i c a n d c o n c e r t s a n d fought. Who won? Why, the
track and baseball have been speakers also employ its use opposition, of course, 63-0.
worked out

Oir i MB***#
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The weightlifting room is
available between 8 a.m. and 10
p.m. and because there are only
two weightlifting classes during
the year there is little conflict
here. In contrast to other
schools,Fortier feels it is open
and used extensively. St. Cloud
State locks up theirs and it is
open mainly for sports
personnel.

The F ieldhouse is open to |
students when no classes are in
session and practices are not
being held. The exceptions are
the swimming pool and the
gymnastics room, which are
open only under supervision due
to safety and legal problems.
Students may use the
Fieldhouse on Sunday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.
I

spring football
The first of 15 scheduled practice sessions began
Tuesday, April 16, as the Dragons open spring football
practice. Over 70 candidates are expected to
participate in spring drills, which will be highlighted
by an intrasquad scrimmage in the beginning of May.

J
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Dragon diamondmen challenge
Cobbers, then Southwest State
The weatherman has showed
little compassion for the
Moorhead State College
Baseball Team this spring.
After returning from a southern
swing with a 1-4 mark, the
Dragons were idled last week
because of poor weather, with
seven games postponed.
The Dragons are expected to
face a strong test against the
potent Mustangs at Southwest
State this weekend. SMSC
returned from their Texas tour
with a 4-6 non-conference mark,
including a 6-4 triumph over the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis, the third-ranked team on

the latest collegiate baseball
poll.
Inclement weather forced the
Mustangs to move their opening
conference series with St. Cloud
back to Monday as well. SMSC posted two victories in three
starts against Moorhead State
last spring at Moorhead.

Second baseman Mike Dorsey
(jr-Minneapolis) carried the
best batting average into
Monday's meeting with UMM
with a .429 mark. Dorsey
collected six hits in 14 trips on
the southern trip.

intramurals
Line Woodbury was a winner in all three badminton events. The three
events were: men's singles, mixed doubles and men's doubles. His partner in
mixed doubles was Shelly Waters and in men's doubles Doug Thompson.
There is a men's intramural track meet tonight (April 18) at 6:30-10 p.m. so
come and participate or just come and en joy the meet.

Ryan Bremmer (jr-Parkers
Prairie)" was second at .333,
while Bob Amundson (jrStarbuck) was hitting at .300.
Dragons will tangle with
Concordia April 18 starting at 3
p.m. in a game played on
Concordia's field.

Among some Moroccan tribes,
women play ball to bring on
rain. That's a lot of RBIsrains batted in!

Men's slowpitch softball is going to start on Monday, April 22. Schedule
should beout by April 18. Stop by the Intramural Office and pick one up.
Coed basketball play-offs were the night of April 16 and results not known
at press time.
The Intramural Office is now taking entries for the Tri-College Fastpitch
Softball Tournament, scheduled to be held on April 26, 27 and 28. Entries
close on April 25 at noon.

• scores and chores •
Baseball
Moorhead State 5
U. of Minn.-Morris 7
Moorhead State 3
U. of Minn.-Morris 8
Moorhead State 4
U. of Minn.-Morris 3
Next Week's Action
Baseball
Moorhead State vs. Concordia Thursday (April 18) at 3 p.m. at Concordia.
Women's Sports
Tennis
MSC vs. Bemidji 3 p.m. Tuesday, April 23, at MSC
Softball
Four team tournament at NDSU Saturday, April 20.

ljou)ir^&eu)ascfiangecf iv'dfi Vivitar
L&J Auto Sales
MAIN — DILWORTH — 236-8310

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING
HOLIDAY MALL SHOPPING CENTER
Members of Tri-College Co-op — must show
college I.D.s for 20 per cent discount.

Phone: 233-7032

GET IT ALL TOGETHER
At The POLAR
(With Prices Even A Student Can Afford!)

BEER BUSTERS
+ Old Mil
+ Schmidt 12-Pac
-f-Red, White & Blue
+ Colt 45

WINES
+ Annie Green
Springs
+ B>oones Farm
+ Jug Wines
+ Lambrusco
-I-Cold Duck

Kt6S
+ Millers
+Oly
+ Pabst
+ Bud
+ Schlitz

J
ATTENTION MSC ORGANIZATIONS
J
• We have Millers in cans, bottles and kegs. Get 'em nowl •
• "Where thrifty students always do better"
»

.

*Jt Ugan as a harm/ess hotly when D fought my Vivitar f~3z entarger
Hito Ulmshops At jirst A only spent a jew />ours 4. day in the,
darkroom, thinking it was jun, tut soon* 0 realized S> ivas spending entire,

,

nights making enlargements ond ready "getting into it
Af}y Viuitar £-31 enlarges only cost 476-95 and it came, complete with a*
tens and throe dijjerento srzed negative carriers. tdto 'Films/fops /ad Query thing
0 needed gor my dortroom. They were super.
you charge your lije,
with a Viuitar enlorgor jrom 'Pbto 'fflms/rcps Otjore April jo, /3j+ you
oar get 4S-00 in ^ree darkroom goods with this coupon..."

[ COUPON~WORTfT$576o

| In Free Darkroom Goods With Purchase
!
| Of Any Vivitar Enlarger• Coupon Expires April 30,1974 ^

West Acres
in the University Center
19th Avenue and N. University Dr
N. Fargo
'Where Thrifty Students Always Do Better'

1

Shopping Center

q %%%

Gillette
Personal Care Appliances

O aa m

ON SALE

14.37

16.47
MIGHTY MAX

SUPERMAX

850 watts for hi-speed drying.
Brush and comb attachments.
Mist sprayer for styling between
shampoos.
2 setting positions.

Now 650 watts for faster drying.
5 styling attachments.
2 setting positions.

13.37

12.77
10.77

MAX HATTER

MAX FOR MEN
Now 650 watts for faster drying.
2 grooming attachments.
Gives hair the natural look fast.

Inflates to dry like a salon dryer.
More comfortable, more portable
than a bonnet dryer.
15-foot cord gives you more freedom
to move around.
Lots of room for lots of rollers.

MAX
Now 500 watts of drying power.
Comb attachments for styling.
Great for today's natural
hairstyles.

Shop Dayton's in Fargo-Moorhead West Acres Shopping Center; 10:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday;
9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday.

